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Welcome
Welcome to this resource pack, which has been designed to support
you and your pupils in exploring – and responding creatively to – the
well-known Shakespeare quote “This above all, to thine own self be
true”.
The warm-up and drama activities are a great way to begin, by ‘getting to know’ some of Shakespeare’s characters and taking a closer
look at the stories of two of them in particular: The Tempest’s Ariel and
Lady Macbeth.
We then invite your pupils to focus inwards, and to express their ‘own
self’ through the poetry activity: To Thine Own Self-Cinquains. There are
simple step-by-step instructions here, but you also have the option to
use the provided supporting PowerPoint when sharing this activity with
the class.
Finally, there are two follow-up activities: My Truth Acrostics and True
Stories Storyboards. These have been provided as worksheets that can
simply be printed off and given to children to complete.
We hope you have as much fun using this resource as we have putting
it together. Enjoy!
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Character Statues
This warm-up activity is a really fun
and fast-paced way to introduce
some of Shakespeare’s characters or to explore them in more detail.

Warm
Up

Instructions:
1. Explain to the pupils that you are going to introduce them to four
characters, who they will be finding out more about as you go on to
explore the play. If they are already familiar with the play and its
characters, ask the pupils to make suggestions for each ‘statue’.
2. Ask for four volunteers.
3. Use Pupil 1 to introduce your first character. Model an appropriate
stance/pose for Pupil 1 to copy. For example, for Ariel from The Tempest
you might choose standing on one leg, leaning forward with one arm
outstretched, as if flying. Explain that every time you say “Ariel” s/he is to
take up that pose.
4. Repeat for Pupils 2, 3 and 4.
5. Explain that, once you give the instruction, pupils are to stand and find
their own space. You will then randomly call out the name of one of your
four chosen characters - and they must all, as quickly as they can, adopt
the appropriate stance/pose (get the volunteers to model again, at this
stage).
6. Explain that you’ll be looking out for excellent work - and will reward
pupils for accuracy, speed and great acting. When you see an excellent
statue you will point to the child responsible and say “Shakespeare!
Shakespeare! Shakespeare!”
7. Once pupils have got used to playing, speed up so that you are not
allowing them to complete their statues every time – forcing them to listen
more carefully and move more quickly in order to keep up. This really adds
to the fun of the game!
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RunAround Tableaux

Drama
Activity

This activity provides an engaging and
memorable way of quickly taking
pupils through the stories behind the
characters of some of Shakespeare’s best loved plays. The two
provided here look at The Tempest’s spirit island dweller – Ariel,
and Macbeth’s “power behind the throne”– Lady Macbeth.

Ariel’s Story
Introduction:
Explain that the story of The Tempest takes place
on an island, and that you are going to need pupils
to volunteer to play some of the characters. Begin
by creating a tableau/freeze frame, with a pupil
playing Ariel, standing arms wide as if in flight. Tell the
pupils that years ago, long before the play begins,
Ariel had been locked inside a cloven pine tree, by an old witch,
and then ruler of the island, Sycorax. Add Sycorax to the tableau hands
outstretched and fingers spread wide, as if performing a spell. Add two
other pupils, to stand with hands joined, circling and trapping Ariel. Sycorax
had a son, Caliban – half human, half monster (add the young Caliban to
the tableau, crouched close to the ground, looking menacingly on).
Unfortunately, Sycorax died before releasing Ariel from the pine tree (ask
the pupil representing Sycorax to lie as if dead), leaving Ariel
apparently trapped for all eternity.
However, twelve years later, Prospero and his daughter Miranda arrived on
the island, after they were put in a leaky boat and pushed out to sea by
Prospero’s wicked brother, Antonio. Prospero used to be the Duke of
Milan - but Antonio now rules the city in his place. Remove Sycorax from
the tableaux and add Prospero and his baby daughter, Miranda.
Now that you have modelled how to create a tableau, you are ready to
begin the activity.
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Drama
Activity

Instructions:
1.

Gather the pupils together in the middle of the hall. Explain that you
are going to ask them a question about Ariel. Tell them that you will 		
give them three possible answers - and that they have to select one.

2.

Tell them that if they think the answer is A, they should go, quickly 		
but safely, to one corner of the hall (indicate which one). If 			
they think the answer is B, they should go to another 				
corner (indicate which) - and if they think the answer is C, they 		
should go to a different corner again (indicate which). They must 		
pick one of the answers - and will have ten seconds to make their 		
minds up and move to the appropriate corner of the space.

3.

Give two pieces of advice ... (1) if anyone is sure they know the
answer to a particular question, they should move quietly to the 		
appropriate corner, without “giving the game away” or influencing 		
other pupils ... (2) if anyone has to make an absolute guess at 			
a particular question, it would be preferable for them to make 		
up their own mind, but get the wrong answer, than to follow			
the crowd and get the correct answer.

4.

Check for understanding - then read out Question One. Count down
from ten ... tally up the totals for each response ... then reveal the 		
correct answer.

5.

Remind the pupils what a “tableau” is - then divide them into teams
of about five. Explain that you are going to describe a scenario 		
associated with Question One - and that teams will have three 		
minutes to create a tableau to illustrate the scenario.

6.

Read out the scenario - and give teams a countdown as they
create their tableaux. At the end of the time, teams take it in turns to
present their tableaux - with the audience identifying the characters,
and what is going on.

7.

Repeat the process for Questions Two, Three and Four.
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Ariel Quiz and Tableaux:

Drama
Activity

For each question, the correct answer is in bold
1. Remember I have done thee worthy service…
Thirteen years before the play begins (and twelve years since Ariel was first
trapped inside the cloven pine), Miranda and her father were sent away
from Milan and were stranded on the island. They arrive and find Ariel
trapped inside the tree. Prospero promises to free Ariel, using his magic, but
only if Ariel will do something in return. Does Ariel promise to…
(A) act as a servant to Prospero…
(B) protect Miranda at all times… or
(C) fly to Milan to take revenge on Prospero’s brother Antonio?
Scenario: Prospero performs a magic spell to ‘unlock’ the cloven pine and
free Ariel from its trunk and branches. The baby Miranda watches on,
accompanied by a surprised Caliban.

2. …his bold waves tremble, Yea, his dread trident shake…
At the beginning of the play, Ariel is asked to perform his most challenging
task yet for Prospero – causing ‘the tempest’ of the title: a violent, windy
storm at sea, which Prospero intends to shipwreck his wicked brother
Antonio. Does Ariel then…
(A) watch cruelly as they all attempt to swim to safety...
(B) split them into groups and abandon them on different parts of the
island…or
(C) place them in a trance and trap them in Caliban’s cave?
Scenario: Watched by Prospero, Ariel ‘directs’ the storm at sea, sending
panic-stricken passengers overboard, fearing for their lives.
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Drama
Activity
3. You are three men of sin…
One of the groups that Ariel brings to the island includes, among other
lords, Prospero’s brother, Antonio, Alonso, the King of Naples and his
brother, Sebastian. Ariel creates a spectacle, designed to cause great fear
and he changes his own appearance for full effect. But, what does he turn
himself into? Is it…
(A) A three headed dog - a Cerberus...
(B) The king of serpents - a Basilisk…or
(C) A kind of half woman, half bird - called a Harpy?
Scenario: Ariel terrifies as a harpy, while Antonio, Alonso, Sebastian and the
other lords cower in fear.

4. Oh, Brave New World!
At the end of the play, when Prospero has reached a decision about how
to punish his wicked brother or, indeed, whether to forgive him, he and his
daughter Miranda prepare to go back to Milan. But what does Ariel
decide to do? Does he…
(A) choose to go with Prospero and Miranda – they have grown so close in
their years spent on the island…
(B) choose to stay on the island with Caliban – he’s never known another
home and he can’t leave now... or
(C) choose to fly to freedom just as he’s always dreamt he would.
Scenario: Prospero and Ariel bid each other farewell, as Miranda and
Ferdinand prepare to go back to Milan and Caliban goes back to his
cave.
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Drama
Activity
Lady Macbeth’s Story
Introduction:
Explain that a lot of the first part of Macbeth takes
place in Glamis Castle, the home of Lady Macbeth
and her husband Macbeth. Begin creating a
tableau/freezeframe, with a pupil playing
Lady Macbeth, sitting in a chair. She is reading a letter and tense with excitement.
Tell the pupils that the letter has just been delivered
by a soldier - who will, of course, be very disciplined.
Lady Macbeth never goes anywhere without
her Gentlewoman (a maid). Add the soldier and the
Gentlewoman to the tableau.
The castle is very grand - with huge doorways connecting the rooms.
Complete the tableau by adding two pupils to play the doorway.
Now that you have modelled how to create a tableau, you are ready to
begin the activity.
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Drama
Activity

Instructions:
1.

Gather the pupils together in the middle of the hall. Explain that you
are going to ask them a question about Lady Macbeth. Tell them 		
that you will give them three possible answers - and that they have 		
to select one.

2.

Tell them that if they think the answer is A, they should go, quickly 		
but safely, to one corner of the hall (indicate which one). If 			
they think the answer is B, they should go to another 				
corner (indicate which) - and if they think the answer is C, they 		
should go to a different corner again (indicate which). They must 		
pick one of the answers - and will have ten seconds to make their 		
minds up and move to the appropriate corner of the space.

3.

Give two pieces of advice ... (1) if anyone is sure they know the
answer to a particular question, they should move quietly to the 		
appropriate corner, without “giving the game away” or influencing 		
other pupils ... (2) if anyone has to make an absolute guess at 			
a particular question, it would be preferable for them to make 		
up their own mind, but get the wrong answer, than to follow			
the crowd and get the correct answer.

4.

Check for understanding - then read out Question One. Count down
from ten ... tally up the totals for each response ... then reveal the 		
correct answer.

5.

Remind the pupils what a “tableau” is - then divide them into teams
of about five. Explain that you are going to describe a scenario 		
associated with Question One - and that teams will have three 		
minutes to create a tableau to illustrate the scenario.

6.

Read out the scenario - and give teams a countdown as they
create their tableaux. At the end of the time, teams take it in turns to
present their tableaux - with the audience identifying the characters,
and what is going on.

7.

Repeat the process for Questions Two, Three and Four.
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Lady Macbeth Quiz and Tableaux:

Drama
Activity

For each question, the correct answer is in bold
1. Full of Direst Cruelty
In the letter, Macbeth tells his wife that three strange women have
prophesied that he will become King of Scotland. What is Lady Macbeth’s
immediate response? Is it..
(A) the current king, King Duncan is very old - so she and her husband
should sit tight and wait for him to die ...
(B) they should hurry things along - and murder King Duncan... or
(C) her husband is not fit to be king - and must be stopped?
Scenario: Lady Macbeth welcomes Duncan to her castle. Banquo and
Macbeth are both in the royal party - with Duncan’s son, Malcolm.

2. Be So Much More the Man!
As soon as they are alone, Lady Macbeth tells her husband that he must kill
King Duncan. Macbeth is horrified at the idea of murdering his cousin, an
old man. How does Lady Macbeth finally persuade him to go ahead with
her plan? Does she ...
(A) call him a coward ...
(B) threaten to leave him if he doesn’t do it ... or
(C) threaten to tell Duncan that he wants to kill him if he doesn’t do what
she wants?
Scenario: Lady Macbeth stands outside Duncan’s room, by the bodies of
the guards that she has drugged. In the room, Macbeth stands over
Duncan’s body - unable to believe what he has just done.
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Drama
Activity
3. Go at Once!
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are now King and Queen - and they’ve
organised a party to celebrate. Macbeth has ruined the party, though, by
shouting at what he thought was the ghost of a man he’s had killed. What
does Lady Macbeth do? Does she ...
(A) storm off in a huff ...
(B) end the party and tell everyone to go home ... or
(C) break down in tears?
Scenario: Lady Macbeth is screaming at the guests, telling them to go
home. They are shocked and confused - and Macbeth is enraged.

4. Out, Damned Spot!
Macbeth has been ordering the deaths of anyone who might possibly be
against him - and even the deaths of their children. Lady Macbeth is so
disturbed by this that she has been sleepwalking. While she’s sleepwalking,
what does she do to try to get rid of the guilt she feels? Does she ...
(A) get down on her knees and pray ...
(B) shout a confession from her bedroom window ... or
(C) wash her hands furiously?
Scenario: Lady Macbeth has died. Her servants stand by her body,
distraught. Macbeth stands a little way off - his feelings are more mixed.
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To Thine Own Self Cinquains

Poetry
Writing
Activity

This poetry-writing activity is a great
way for pupils to respond creatively to
this well known quote from Hamlet,
spoken by Polonius:
“This above all, to thine own self be
true…”
Instructions:
1. Ask the pupils to discuss the quote in pairs. What do they think Polonius, who
gives this advice to his son and daughter, is telling them to do? What does it
mean to be true to ourselves, and why do they think is it important?
2. Explain that they are going to celebrate what makes them unique, by writing
a poem, called a Cinquain, following a simple structure.
3. If you are using the PowerPoint provided, open and display it on the
whiteboard.
4. A cinquain is a five-line poem, with a set number of words per line.
Tell the children that you are going to show them (or read out, if you are not
using the PowerPoint) a series of prompts, which you would like them to respond to. You will find the prompts on the next page. Each response will form
one line of their poem. Crucially, though, they will only be allowed to use a set
number of words in each line!
5. Writing great poetry is all about making great choices – or, as English poet
Samuel Taylor Coleridge said, putting “the best words in the best order”. Once
pupils have written their responses, allow some time for them to go back and
consider how, by changing a word here or there, they could make their
finished poems even better!
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Poetry
Writing
Activity

Cinquain Prompts:
Line 1:
Your first name – this one shouldn’t be too challenging!
Line 2:
Two adjectives to describe yourself. Try to avoid describing 			
what you look like and choose words instead that tell us some			
thing about your characteristics! If you’d like an extra 				
challenge, make the words alliterative!
Line 3:
Using three words, write something that you are proud of. 			
Again, this might be a personal quality, or it could be something you
have achieved.
Line 4:
Using four words, share an aspiration – something that you 			
would like to achieve.
Line 5:
If you could send a message to your future-self, what would it 		
be? Now, write it down - but you can only use five words, so choose
them carefully!
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My Truth Acrostic
How would you describe the things that
are most important to you?
Building on the ideas you explored in
your Cinquain, you are going to write
an acrostic poem, by starting each line
with the letters that spell out MY TRUTH.

Follow up
Activity

M
Y
T
R
U
T
H
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True Story Storyboards
Shakespeare was a fantastic storyteller possibly the greatest of all time and his plays are led by a wonderful
array of characters. As in all the best stories,
these characters often face challenges or
dilemmas which they need to resolve.
Should The Tempest’s Prospero forgive his
wicked brother, or take his revenge?
How will Hermia avoid being forced to
marry Demetrius when Lysander is her true
love, in A Midsummer Night’s Dream?

Follow up
Activity

Instructions:
•

Think of a time when you have had to overcome a challenge or had a difficult
choice to make.

•

You are going to complete a 6-frame storyboard to illustrate this.

•

Using the template priovided, start with Frame 1 - you facing the challenge –
before moving straight to Frame 6, where you have managed to overcome the
problem.

•

Then you can go back and complete boxes 2 – 5,
showing the actions you took to reach your successful outcome.

•

At the top of the page, write the title of your story and name the ‘scenes’ in the space provided below
each frame.
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Follow up
Activity

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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